INTRODUCTION
In 2010, when asked by a reporter about the value of spreading the Cuban model to other countries, Fidel Castro responded, " [t] he Cuban model doesn't even work for us anymore." 1 This statement, while certainly an offhand remark from the revolutionary Cuban leader, is, at minimum, an acknowledgment of Cuba's difficulties over the last decade. As interpreted by some commentators, Castro's statement was an "acknowledgement that under 'the Cuban model' the state has much too big a role in the economic life of the country." 2 Shortly after the publication of Fidel Castro's remark, Cuban President Raúl Castro announced that the National Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba would convene in April 2011 after a fourteen-year hiatus to "make fundamental decisions on how to modernize the Cuban economic model and adopt the paths for economic and social policy of the party and the revolution." 3 These two events culminate years of economic struggle and recent structural economic reforms in Cuba, including plans to lay off a halfmillion state workers; to allow citizens to start private businesses as employers hiring employees; 4 and to reduce the government's role in financing free education, free health care, and nearly free housing. 5 Based on these developments, it could be speculated that Cuba, the last stronghold of purely Marxist-Leninist ideology and structure, must finally conform and liberalize its economic policies to join the globalized economy after almost sixty years of isolationism. While it seems that economic liberalization is an unlikely end result, the proposed economic reforms are significant, as it was once thought that such change could only occur after intense structural alternations to the Cuban ideological model. 6 Larry Catá Backer, a professor of law at Pennsylvania State University, provides an important perspective on the possibility of a globalized Cuba. In 2004, Backer published a paper in which he considered whether Cuba could "remain true to its Marxist-Leninist principles of political and economic organization, and simultaneously embrace the emerging system of economic globalization." 7 Ultimately, Backer concluded that, while globalization is likely inevitable for Cuba, 8 the state cannot and will not embrace it without "ambitious reform," 9 including an abandonment of the "inflexibility" 10 of the foundational system of Cuba-the Cuban model of Marxist-Leninist principles, or "Fidelismo." 11 In the seven years since the publication of Backer's article, Cuba experienced drastic political, cultural, and economic changes; among the most notable is the change in leadership in July 2006 from Fidel Castro, 12 the bedrock of the Cuban revolution and the visionary of the Marxist-Leninist state, to Raúl Castro, his younger, more open-minded brother. Under the leadership of Raúl Castro, the government enacted structural and ideological reforms and opened up dialogue regarding the future of Cuba. For example, the government is more welcoming of foreign investment, wage changes, instituting a singular form of currency, and, most recently, self-employment and cooperative ownership of businesses. 13 In addressing these changes, some suggest China as a possible source of inspiration; 14 meanwhile, the Cuban government remains staunchly independent, stating that "[t]he official mantra is that rather than copying any foreign model, policy changes will comprise 'a Cuban response to the Cuban reality.'" 15 With a patchwork of economic changes enacted and the guidelines from the April 2011 little more than the proposed changes upon which to speculate until April 2011, the motivation and the ultimate product of these reforms fascinate those on the outside. In response to these changes, some commentators argue that with such large, sweeping changes, Cuba is coming to terms with the failure of its Marxist-Leninist 16 form of governance and will exchange it for the Chinese Maoist model of a "socialist market economy," 17 or will start to take steps to establish democracy and free trade in Cuba. 18 These arguments, while certainly interesting, fail to take into account two possible factors: first, that rather than a sign of defeat and an embrace of a new ideology, the change in Cuba is a reaction borne of necessity in the globalizing world, and second, that fiercely autonomous Cuba will not adopt a model of governance contrary to its very ideology and core, such as the market socialism and neoliberal models. Instead, Cuba is attempting to carve out its own niche within the realm of globalization on its own terms.
Although the end result of the Cuban economic reforms remains unknown, Cuba serves as an illustration of the limitless flexibility of globalization to create linkages, interplay, and engagement between the global economy and the state-even an ideological state that would be thought to resist globalization. In short, Cuba's economic reforms buck the assumption of many theorists that Cuba could not or would not globalize and show that, in globalization, the state reconfigures itself to be a global actor and to engage in various models of engagement. No state is immune from globalization; however, not all states must globalize in the same model. 16 . Hallmarks of Marxist-Leninist governance are the following:
The first . . . is one of national security: the power of the state must be consolidated and increased in order to discourage the enemies of socialism from attacking the Soviet regime and to assure peaceful coexistence between nations. Soviet law has, in addition, the economic task of developing production on the basis of socialist principles so as to create the abundance which alone will enable everyone to be supplied "according to his needs. [Castro's] new boldness represents an opportunity for those who hope that Cuba will eventually join the rest of Latin America in accepting democracy and the market economy, for once the market's green shoots appear they tend to flourish.").
Globalization, in short, is a transformative process by which forces at all levels, from local to international, exert pressure on the decisionmaking process of states to harmonize with the policies and the practices of other countries; however, while this results in similarities, globalization is not homogenization. Therefore, it is possible for Cuba to enter the globalized economy and to harmonize their economic policies with those of other countries while retaining its Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
The purpose of this Note is to illustrate that an ideological state, such as Cuba, can play a role in a globalized world by reconfiguring itself into an involved global actor-albeit an actor who may operate differently in the global forum. Part I provides background information on globalization, Cuba, and the 2004 work of Larry Catá Backer regarding globalization in Cuba. Part II considers fundamental changes in Cuba and the global economy since 2004 that surround the implementation of Cuban reform policies. Part III analyzes three theories behind the changes in Cuba through the lens of globalization and presents lessons regarding globalization learned from the case study of Cuba. Ultimately, while Cuba may decide to implement an economic system that mirrors Maoist China or neoliberal policies favored by the West, this implementation is not required by globalization, leaving open the question of whether it is plausible for a country to selectively engage globalization on its own terms or whether globalization is so pervasive a force as to preclude such an option; the final part of this paper presents guidelines to help Cuba successfully globalize in a way consistent with its ideology.
I. BACKGROUND: PRINCIPLES OF GLOBALIZATION, CUBA, AND THE 2004 ANALYSIS
To truly understand the potential economic upheaval awaiting Cuba, it is first crucial to fully grasp the concept of globalization and its relationship with Cuban economic reform. As such, this part shall explore background information with respect to the general principles of globalization and the history of Cuba's economy and give a brief overview and an analysis of Larry Catá Backer's work regarding Cuba and globalization.
A. Principles of Globalization; Globalization as Harmonization
Globalization refers to various transformative changes and processes that permeate and unite all levels of governance, from local to international. There are myriad ways to conceptualize the many facets of globalization: for example, as a continuum with social and economic relations and networks for the local scale on one side and the global scale on the other. have not yet entered takeoff do not, on balance, represent a group trying to fashion viable traditional societies in revolt against the costs and distortions of modern life . . . . they all reflect failures to achieve avowed modernizing objectives, selected after the believed costs and benefits had been weighed.").
24. See id. at 4-11 (describing the Rostovian take-off model, which traces the linear progression of a nation from a traditional society to the age of mass consumption); see also Backer, supra note 7, at 352-54. materialistic norms that follow from modernization.
25 Ultimately, the more "backward" a state's economy is in comparison to the modern, industrialist economy, the more certain it is that particular conditions must be fulfilled for development and change.
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These antiquated, simplistic models of globalization are vestiges of a "one world," homogenous view of global economic interaction. However, as time has progressed, it is clear that neither globalization nor global economic engagement requires uniformity and conformity of states. Whereas this Note asserts that global economic engagement does not require homogenization of economic and societal values but is infinitely flexible and can accommodate different models of engagement, these other theories of globalization avow that globalization can only function in a singular model and that states, which desire to engage in the global economy, must conform to that singular model, thus precluding the possibility of an ideological state, such as Cuba, from inclusion and engagement.
While a one world model precludes the role of the state, instead focusing on uniformity in economic progress and policy in all nations, it is clear that this is an inaccurate assessment of the role of the state in a globalized world. Instead, the state continues to play a rolealbeit reconfigured to remain in power-in the globalized world. Indeed, state power is "decentered" 27 in an interconnected world, as problems and global actors are increasingly transterritorial, 28 and yet, states are not sidelined in the global scheme. States are required to engage with other global actors-other states, world organizations, and transnational corporations-in the decision-making process. The decision-making process is no longer made in a vacuum by a wholly sovereign body. While it is undisputed that all state decision-making is influenced, to some extent, by other global actors, the manner in which states choose to engage the global community varies. Indeed, no state is 25. See id. at 9 ("The society makes such terms as it will with the requirements of modern efficient production, balancing off the new against the older values and institutions, or revising the latter in such ways as to support rather than to retard the growth process.").
26. See Gerschenkron, supra note 22, at 151-69 (describing the six degrees of backwardness and how each distinctly impacted the development of the economy). Gerschenkron depicts the "great spurt" that backwards countries experience as (1) a sudden and rapid increase in the rate of manufacturing growth and (2) a continuation of that growth through a period of international depression. immune from globalization, no matter how resistant it may be to dominant models of globalization, for globalization infuses and permeates all levels of society and government through linkages. Therefore, one may consider globalization as:
[T]he intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa . . . . Local transformation is as much of a part of globalization as the lateral extension of social connections across time and space.
29
Through all of these relations and linkages, although they vary by state, the reconfiguration of the state as a global actor allows it to remain in power by the way in which it chooses to globalize. Ultimately, states retain their importance, even in a decentralized, globalized economy, as the linkage and permeation of governments, cultures, and countries do not necessarily lead to mindless uniformity in policy making. Instead, globalization provides incentives for states to harmonize their policies with others in the global economy and to "achieve some level of concordance with other legal systems."
30 In this context, globalization decentralizes the very policies and theoretical underpinnings of governments allowing for concordance between nations that contain vastly different ideologies, 31 as with the United
States and China. Globalization may change the way in which states make decisions, but it is the state itself that implements its policies; 32 a role remains for states within a globalized world, albeit in a different form.
33
Rather than the linear, uniform models of one world globalization, the reconfigured state may globalize in its own way. All said, Cuba is a fascinating case study in the role of the globalizing state, for, despite the ideological reasons why Cuba would remain isolated, it instead is globalizing and doing so by its own model. 32. See Aman, supra note 27, at 803 (asserting that market economies are not motivated by the difficulties involved with regulation but rather by an affirmative decision by the state to reimpose a laissez-faire economy).
33. See, e.g., id. at 782.
B. Cuba
The Republic of Cuba, located in the Caribbean Sea, is home to 11.2 million people and, since January 1, 1959, is the first Communist government in the Western Hemisphere.
34 Cuba stands as an anomaly in much of the world, as its geographical location, an island, allows it to be one of the most isolationist countries in the world. For the first part of Cuba's history under the Cuban Communist Party, it received support from and maintained relations with the Soviet Union, until its fall in 1991. 35 As a result of the loss of Soviet support, the Cuban economy suffered, and its GDP declined by thirty-five percent between 1990 and 1993; this suffering was compounded by the ideological and geographical isolation of Cuba from the global community. Due to these economic struggles, the Cuban economy is weak; as the GDP falls, the deficit grows and the government increasingly depends on food and energy imports and the service sector, all of which is dependent and reliant on international cooperation.
47 Additionally, the such ideals and, moreover, that the West would not be so welcoming without demanding compromise.
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Following his analysis, Backer described several changes that would be necessary for Cuba to embrace globalization. The first is to decentralize the state from the economy, as was done in China, and to integrate Cuba into the global economy.
62 The second is a change of the country's leadership from Fidel Castro, whom Backer described as fervently committed to the Marxist-Leninist philosophy, to Raúl Castro; the failure to do this would result in a lack of change in the government, as elites are unwilling to change, and an increased possibility of instability.
63 Finally, Backer suggests that Cuba must re-evaluate its original vision of governance, perhaps adopting a more market-based approach, as capitalism, which, in the words of Lenin, "compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production . . . . In one word, it creates a world after its own image." 64 Only through a "shift of focus" does Baker believe that Cuba can globalize as it must while still retaining its Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
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II. FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES IN CUBA AND THE WORLD SINCE 2004
Despite Backer's assertion that Cuba, as a state, must relinquish its power and conform to a prevalent form of engagement, such as capitalism, Cuba has since shown that it will globalize without doing so. Instead, Cuba is a global actor by its own choice, without withering as a state, and by creating its own model of engagement in conformance with its ideology. Indeed, Cuba cannot and will not resist globalization; it must globalize to survive. And yet, while Cuba globalizes, it does so in its own manner, in accordance with its own history, culture, and ideology.
A. Changes in Cuba
The Rise of Raúl: Changes from 2004 to 2011
Even before the announcement of the sixth National Congress of the Communist Part of Cuba and the economic reform, other major changes 61. See id. at 385, 399 (describing how "Cuba could not remain true to its Stalinist principles and permit the creation of entities or juridical persons with independent control over fundamental attributes of state power").
62 Cuban government, not in accordance with the U.S. or Chinese model of state engagement.
The Turning Point: The Sixth National Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba and Economic Reform
In November 2010, Raúl Castro announced that Cuba would hold the sixth National Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba in April 2011, after a fourteen-year hiatus, to "make fundamental decisions on how to modernize the Cuban economic model and adopt the paths for economic and social policy of the party and the revolution." 74 In addition to the announcement, the Cuban government released the "Economic and Social Policy Development Project" (Proyecto de Lineamientos de la Política Económica y Social del Partido y la Revolución), a thirty-two page booklet that presents the government's plans. 75 The ultimate aim of these reforms is, in the words of Raúl Castro, to prevent Cuba from falling "off a cliff" due to economic disaster.
76 More specifically, the plan intends "to boost exports and reduce reliance on imports, and to unify Cuba's twin currencies of worthless domestic pesos and stronger 'convertible' ones."
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The specific points of the plan include an economic management model and policies for macroeconomics, foreign affairs, science, technology and innovation, health, education and employment, agribusiness, industry and energy, tourism, transportation, housing and water resources, and trade. preserve the gains of the Revolution, and that as we update our economic model, planning will be paramount, not the market."
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In addition to the plan, the Cuban government, the largest employer in the nation, declared its intention to lay off over one million workers; by April 1, 2011, 500,000 Cubans were scheduled to lose their jobs, to be followed by another 800,000 workers before 2013.
81 Eventually, "up to two-in-five Cubans will no longer work for the state." 82 When compared to the current level of self-employment, which is at about 143,000 83 of the 11.2 million citizens, 84 the magnitude and significance of the layoffs is better understood. In place of government employment, the government encourages citizens to seek self-employment or create co-operatives with others 85 -a shocking development for a country that, for the last forty years, has not allowed citizens to employ other Cubans, as it is considered exploitation by the Cuban Constitution to have a non-family "employee." 86 The 178 government-approved forms of self-employment include eighty-three professions in which non-relative employees may be hired and twentynine previously unauthorized professions and consist of a wide range of professions, including food vendors, sports trainers, stonemasons, bookkeepers, auto body workers, and other various trades. 87 In exchange for working in the private sector, the self-employed will pay taxes ranging from twenty-five to fifty percent of their personal income.
88
The changes proposed by Cuba differ markedly from those of the past, 89 raising questions about the future trajectory of this reform. This is especially so if Cuba eventually becomes a hybrid or market-based 80. PROYECTO DE LINEAMIENTOS, supra note 78, at 7 ("La política económica en la nueva etapa se corresponderá con el principio de que sólo el socialismo es capaz de vencer las dificultades y preservar las conquistas de la Revolución, y que en la actualización del modelo económico, primará la planificación y no el mercado.").
81. 89. See Hernández, supra note 87 (explaining the reforms are "also an attempt . . . to distance [Cubans] from those concepts that almost condemned self-employment to extinction and stigmatized those who decided to legally join that sector in the 1990s").
economy. Despite such conjecture, the Cuban government remains committed to its Marxist-Leninist roots; in the words of Marino Murillo Jorge, the Cuban Economic and Planning Minister, " [t] here is no reform, it is an update of the economic model. No one thinks that we are going to turn over property: we are going to administer it in another way."
90 Juan Triana, an economist at the University of Havana, declared these economic reforms are the most important for Cuba since 1975, because "[i]t reaffirms the revolutionary essence of our political system, but changes the philosophy of our economic management." 91 Ultimately, the Cuban government, out of necessity, aims to restructure its economic system to increase the now-lacking productivity and efficiency that continue to plague the country and to counterbalance many fundamental benefits provided by the Cuban government, including free health care and education, all within the context of its current political ideology. 92 As such, Cuba remains resolute in its resistance to the predominant models of globalization, and due to the flexibility of globalization, it will be able to do so.
B. Global Changes
In addition to massive changes to the Cuban economic model, other changes around the world occurred that undoubtedly affected the Cuban policies, including the economic crisis that peaked in 2008.
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Additionally, the election of Barack Obama ushered in a possible era of improved relations with Cuba, as the President commented that he looked forward to "a new era of partnership. Indeed, in the face of positive gains that promise better ties with Cuba in the future, Raúl Castro deemed the changes "fine" 100 and claimed that the embargo remains without political or moral justification and that Cuba is unwilling "to negotiate our sovereignty nor our political and social system, and our right to self-determination and internal affairs." 101 As such, Cuba remains resistant to the capitalist model of engagement espoused by the United States. In addition to increased pressure to fully harmonize Cuba with the global market through changes in United States-Cuban policy, another important development in the context of globalization is the growth of the Chinese economy. China has been growing by an average of more than ten percent per year for the last ten years; it is the world's thirdlargest economy 102 and has strengthened its links to Cuba's economy, as evidenced by trade and commercial ties between the two countries.
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Yet, Cuba is not following any one model; instead, this engagement by Cuba as a global actor is dispositive of the flexibility of globalization.
III. GLOBALIZATION AND CHANGE IN CUBA
As Cuba trends against some scholars' expectations, the focus now shifts to the reasons behind Cuba's policies, the role of globalization in Cuba's decisions, and what this teaches us about globalization and the role of the state. Finally, this paper puts forth three essential tenets to the Cuban ideology that must be reaffirmed and used as guidance as Cuba controls its entry into globalized society.
A. Theories for Change
Cuba is changing its economic policies, and this change marks a turning point in Cuban economic policy in the past half-century. It is equally clear that the driving forces of these policies are both internal and external, as Cuba struggles with pressures from the outside global market, natural disasters, and foreign relations while coping with increasing domestic problems of inefficiency, scarcity of resources, and political change within its own borders. Truly, the changes occurring in Cuba are a result of globalization, as external processes and internal forces transform Cuba and, at the same time, as Cuba participates in the transformation process itself in its implementation of new policies.
In response to the proposed economic reforms, several theories emerged with explanations for the true reason for Cuba's policies. As previously stated, Cuba is a different state; it would seem natural for Cuba to be immune to global pressure. Yet, Cuba finds its own ways to globalize. Although the explanations put forth by various commentators present an incomplete analysis of changes that, while significant, remain firmly attached to Marxist-Leninist doctrine, these explanations, when presented in the context of globalization, illuminate both the Cuban policies and the continued evolution of globalization, presenting another generation of globalization.
104 While the three theories presented here-(1) that Cuba globalizes out of necessity; (2) that Cuba globalizes to prepare its government for the post-Castro transition; and (3) that Cuba globalizes due to internal pressure-each fails to provide a complete explanation for the Cuban economic reforms; they illustrate generally the role of the state as an actor in a globalized world.
Cuba Globalizes Out of Necessity
This first theory for change is that Cuba, rather than readily doing so of its own free will, globalizes out of pure necessity. As previously 104. Here, I mean another generation of globalization in the context of globalization itself, evolving as the states themselves globalize; that is, globalization changes with time, with world events, too. This is not to be confused with the terms coined by Thomas discussed, the current economic state of Cuba is dire, leading some to argue that Cuba enacts these changes due to its economic distress after years spent as a "bloated and paternalistic state."
105 Under this theory, Cuba adopts a more efficient and streamlined economy because of its past failure rather than out of true enthusiasm for reform, marking a doctrinal turning point for Cuba.
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Another argument is that Cuba is globalizing because of pressure from China, a close political and economic ally, 107 over Cuba's struggles to repay debt. 108 Looking to the similarities between potential reforms and those used in International Monetary Fund bail outs, 109 it could be argued that pressure from China to improve Cuba's waning economy drives the adoption of reforms, perhaps leading to the gradual adoption of a system similar to that of China's market socialism. Although these theories argue that Cuba is becoming more marketbased and less based in Fidelismo, they are understood more appropriately as the acknowledgment by Cuba that it no longer can remain isolationist in a globalized world. Additionally, while it seems that Cuba is eager to learn from the Chinese experience, 110 it does not appear that Cuba globalizes its economy or mirrors the Chinese hybrid system simply to motivate China to "further loosen[] its purse strings." 111 In the context of globalization, these changes are a result of global harmonization 112 with common practices, rather than an acknowledgment of ideological defeat, and they reiterate that the state, even while resistant to predominant models of globalization, can refigure itself to globalize in its own model.
Cuba Globalizes to Prepare Its Government for the Post-Castro Transition
Another theory looks to the age of the Cuban government as a motivation for the changes, perhaps arguing that the aging 113 Castro brothers are preparing their country for transition into a new economic model after their deaths. 114 With Fidel, the backbone of Cuban isolationism, no longer in power, perhaps Raúl, the more open-minded, pragmatic ruler, aims to institute reforms to prepare for the inevitable death of the revolutionary leaders. In addition to aging leaders, there is also the concern of aging ideas and whether the Cuban model is outdated and in need of updating. Backer emphasizes that the Cuban "vocabulary has become increasingly antiquated, even by Marxist-Leninist standards," something that led to isolation even amongst Communist states such as China and Vietnam.
115 Although in 2004 it seemed that Cuba was "increasingly unable or unwilling to understand changes in other Marxist-Leninist states," 116 today, it seems that Cuba is admittedly willing to "take advantage" of the reforms of other Communist countries 117 and has opened the opportunity for dialogue regarding the possible benefits or shortcomings of the Chinese system as applied to Cuba. Moreover, while the influence of other Communist states that utilize a hybrid system may provide guidance, Cuba remains committed to socialism as it implements changes 118 and insists that Cuba is not copying any other models in its reforms.
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Within the context of globalization, concerns regarding the aging leadership and outdated economic policies obviously influence Cuban policies, so they may be harmonized better with the global market. In addition, Cuba's close relationship with China may partially influence how Cuba chooses to update its policies. Cuba is reforming its 115. Backer, supra note 7, at 406. 116. Id. 117. Frank, supra note 107 (quoting a Cuban official that "Cuba is prepared to take advantage of China's experience in developing reform and opening up").
118. PROYECTO DE LINEAMIENTOS, supra note 78, at 6 ("[S]ólo el socialismo es capaz de vencer las dificultades y preservar las conquistas de la Revolución" (Socialism is the only way to overcome our difficulties and preserve the gains of the Revolution).).
119. Raúl's Talking Cure, supra note 12.
admittedly antiquated policies 120 in order to withstand a change in power; in doing so, it will remain a powerful actor in its emerging global economy. In short, to succeed, the government must continue to bring Cuba into the global market so that it may continue to strengthen its links with other countries, organizations, and networks, yet, in doing so, the government must also choose the manner and mode of global engagement.
Cuba Globalizes Due to Internal Pressure
A final presented theory is that the economic reforms merely legalize already-existing informal private enterprises that were formerly prohibited.
121 While it could be argued that this reason undercuts the legitimacy of the decision or shows the weakness of the Cuban government, in the context of globalization, internal pressures are an acknowledged, powerful force in the decision-making process of the state. Internal pressures, whether based on linkages between citizens down the street or across the world, influence the decisionmaking of a state as much as forces from other states or international groups.
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In Cuba, there has long been internal criticism of "the centralizing, state-monopolistic, and bureaucratized form of Marxist-Leninism represented by Stalinist Cuba."
123 Dissent, even where citizens have limited access to the Internet 124 and freedom of assembly, 125 and actions taken by citizens, such as Cuban emigration due to a lack of earning potential, 126 is a forceful internal, globalizing pressure that the Cuban government must and will address through its decision-making process.
Rather than weakening, due to this pressure, the Cuban state evolves itself into an involved global actor.
120. Hernández, supra note 87 ("[The reforms are] also an attempt . . . to distance ourselves from those concepts that almost condemned self-employment to extinction and stigmatized those who decided to legally join that sector in the 1990s.").
121. Trying to Make the Sums Add Up, supra note 70 ("One way of interpreting the changes is that rather than creating new opportunities, they merely legalise what was already a widespread informal economy of clandestine private enterprise.").
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B. Globalization: the Cause and the Answer
Ultimately, all of the forces found in these theories make it difficult for a state like Cuba to resist change, as predicted by Larry Catá Backer.
127 Moreover, globalization itself accounts for all of these changes-it is both the transformative trigger and the answer to Cuba's motivation to reform. Instead, Cuba changes its economy within the context and the understanding of its own Marxist-Leninist goals, rather than mirroring the Chinese or the neoliberal forms of globalization. The very fact that Cuba is reluctant to globalize or is not globalizing for altruistic, market-based reasons does not negate the significance of its reforms. Indeed, the importance of the reforms is that Cuba, as a state, decides to implement changes, albeit in a new model, to remain in power and to engage the global economy. Moreover, in the context of globalization, the fact that these changes are not accompanied with fundamental changes to the Cuban Marxist-Leninist framework is an even stronger argument that global harmonization does not require ideological homogenization, linear changes, or a simplistic one world model. Globalization is infinitely flexible, complex, and diverse.
Globalization in today's world no longer requires homogenization; Cuba does not need to either adopt a neoliberal or Maoist version of economics to globalize. Instead, it can remain Marxist-Leninist while entering into the global economy. Just as neoliberal policies are not the only concept of globalization, as seen in China, so too Chinese Maoism is not the only alternative form of globalization. The fundamental differences between China and Cuba are vast-for example, the focus of the Cuban reform differs from that of the Chinese, 131 the decision by Cuban officials to shun Chinese "market socialism" 132 in favor of limited Communist reforms, 133 and the histories and cultures of the two countries differ.
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Cuba presents a different story of globalization-one of a nation, rather than making an ideological change without regard to outside circumstances, instead shifting policies out of necessity and the need to survive in a changed world. Moreover, Cuba's story of globalization is one of a nation attempting to limit negative effects of globalization. Cuba, while symbolically isolated for the last sixty years, was not immune from globalization-the country's resistance wreaked havoc upon the economic and social growth of the nation. Instead, Cuba, as a global actor, reconfigures itself to retain power in its new model of global engagement. And yet, Cuba's decision to gradually reform economic policies is not made in isolation; while Raúl Castro certainly makes the decisions, many of these decisions have already been made for Cuba by a globalized world.
Upon review, Cuba will retain its ideological goals without completely compromising or adhering to the other forms of governance-this is what globalization means, the permeation of even the most historically uncompromising country and the harmonization of certain key ideas and practices embraced by the rest of the world. Moreover, it shows that globalization does not stop with market-based or neoliberal governance; instead, as Deng Xiaoping stated, " [The] [m]arket can also serve socialism."
135 Although Cuba certainly will stop short of embracing market socialism, it is engaging economic globalization as a global actor. 136 The state can carve out niches for globalization; however, the question remains how Cuba and other states can limit the undesirable aspects of globalization-here, the neoliberal parts-while benefitting from the harmonization of globalization.
C. Limiting Globalization-Essential Constitutional Reaffirmations
The Cuban Constitution provides a robust and resolute ideological declaration of the fundamental Cuban tenets of governance, including equality, dignity, and socialism.
137 However, in light of the potential challenges of limiting globalization to coincide with and benefit the people and ideological basis of Cuba, it is important to reaffirm certain essential constitutional principles relating to the economic reform; in doing so, Cuba may help define the boundaries for globalization and identify the ways Cuban globalization differs from that of Maoist or neoliberal countries. While there are many important aspects of the Cuban ideology, this paper proposes three that are so central to the very principles of Marxist-Leninist philosophy that, in light of economic reforms, should be explicitly reaffirmed by the Cuban government. Cuba cannot wither as a state, nor can its economic policy undercut its core societal values. The first principle is that of the sovereignty of the state over the economic activities within Cuba. According to Article Sixteen of the Cuban Constitution, the role of the state is to organize, to direct, and to control such economic activity to guarantee "the programmed development of the country, to strengthen the socialist system of satisfying the material and cultural needs of the society and citizens, to promote the development of human beings and their dignity, [and] ("Conscientes . . . de que sólo en el socialismo y el comunismo, cuando el hombre ha sido liberado de todas las formas de explotación: de la esclavitud, de la servidumbre y del capitalismo, se alcanza la entera dignidad del ser humano; y de que nuestra Revolución elevó la dignidad de la patria y del cubano a superior altura . . . .").
138. Id. art. 16 ("El Estado organiza, dirige y controla la actividad económica nacional conforme a un plan que garantice el desarrollo programado del país, a fin de fortalecer el sistema socialista, satisfacer cada vez mejor las necesidades materiales y culturales de la must make it clear that it remains firmly in control of the economy, including any "privatization" through self-employment; that, unlike Chinese market-based Maoism, the government is the sole regulator of the economy; and that the government protects the interests and dignity of individuals and, therefore, that any "privatization" aims must serve that same goal.
The second principle is the continued abhorrence of consumerism and prohibition of class augmentation. Article Fourteen of the Cuban Constitution conditions ownership of goods and land upon the principle of equality and the prevention of exploitation of individuals.
139 These constitutional principles also carry into affirmative guarantees of work, disability, social assistance, occupational protections, and health care 140 that are based upon presumptions of fairness and justice. 141 Contrary to the linear models that claim society must compromise values to accommodate economic growth, Cuba will remain resolute. Therefore, the Cuban government must reaffirm these ideals in the context that globalization serves to benefit the whole, rather than to enrich a select class; the same principles of egalitarianism upon which Cuba stands must be reaffirmed to set apart the Cuban economic reforms from those of Maoist or neoliberal countries. The final principle is that Cuba must reiterate and must focus its policies on the bedrock of the nation-socialism. As described in the Cuban Constitution, socialism is transformative in creating a "new and just society, [socialism] is irrevocable, and Cuba will never return to capitalism."
142 By maintaining the view that Cuba's globalization occurs within the larger framework of Cuba's socialist ideology, Cuba can effectively protect itself from possible neoliberal policies that threaten the core of its system. Cuba may globalize effectively without changing its ideology; it must make it abundantly clear that "the only globalization that can save humanity and preserve the human species is sociedad y los ciudadanos, promover el desenvolvimiento de la persona humana y de su dignidad, el avance y la seguridad del país."). 139. Id. art. 14 ("En la República de Cuba rige el sistema de economía basado en la propiedad socialista de todo el pueblo sobre los medios fundamentales de producción y en la supresión de la explotación del hombre por el hombre. También rige el principio de distribución socialista 'de cada cual según su capacidad, a cada cual según su trabajo'.").
140. Id. arts. 47-50. 141. Id. art. 41 ("Todos los ciudadanos gozan de iguales derechos y están sujetos a iguales deberes.").
142. Id. art. 3 ("El socialismo y el sistema político y social revolucionario establecido en esta Constitución, probado por años de heroica resistencia frente a las agresiones de todo tipo y la guerra económica de los gobiernos de la potencia imperialista más poderosa que ha existido y habiendo demostrado su capacidad de transformar el país y crear una sociedad enteramente nueva y justa, es irrevocable, y Cuba no volverá jamás al capitalismo."). a socialist globalization."
143 Thus, Cuba allows for harmonization essential to the maintenance of the Cuban economy without betraying the foundational elements of the Cuban identity.
In reaffirming the central tenets of Cuba's ideology, Cuba may take charge of its globalization and carefully guide its citizens into the global economy without exposing itself to the possible pitfalls of neoliberal globalization.
CONCLUSION
Ultimately, the available explanations for Cuban economic changenecessity, age, and economics-fail to capture the reason for and the significance of the Cuban economic reform. Cuba, a nation that would seemingly resist globalization altogether, is reconfiguring itself as a state to remain in power in a globalized world. The State of Cuba remains ever-important to the decisions made regarding the state's policies; for that, the predominate models of globalization cannot and will not be implemented in Cuba. As Cuba remains in power by choosing to globalize differently than the other models, it reveals the incredible malleability of globalization. Globalization is not about a one world model, nor is it about a few templates for engagement; rather it creates, embraces, and elevates differences, linkages, and interplay between countries.
Indeed, globalization is a powerful, transformative force that prevents any state from remaining in isolation if it hopes to survive. It is also a force that does not require homogenization for states to integrate into the global community. Cuba's policies, if successful, will provide it with the requisite stability to engage in the global economy.
144
Cuban reform shows that the state, as an actor, may remain ideologically resolute, yet alter its economy to enter into a globalized society. Certainly, globalization does not mark the end of socialist Cuba, but instead draws all parties in the global economy to common engagement to succeed. ("If the Cuban government can make this work they will go a long way to achieving a measure of stability that may withstand the impact of Cuba's reentry into the conventional global economy.").
